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ABSTRACT

In this data driven era and the concept of industry 4.0, they will need the versatile platforms to visualize and analyse their event data to explore, interpret and understand the information hide in the data. A versatile data analytic platform can help to improve and assist the various kind of analytics. Those analytics including the descriptive, predictive and the advance prescriptive analytics. The Data analysis is an important process that make data become more valuable and gain more insights about the data. Various tools and systems used to analyse the huge volume of complex data to gain the insight from the raw data which is meaningless. In this project, we compare the strengths and weaknesses of the solutions, approaches and the popular visualization tools done by others. The candidate including the Amazon (Amazon Kinesis and Amazon QuickSights), Microsoft Azure (Time Series Insights), IBM (Watson), InfluxDB, Elasticsearch, OpenTSDB, Grafana and Kibana. We say that Grafana outrank the rest in terms of the dashboard features, the pricing, functionality and flexibility. Elasticsearch have a powerful search engine, it has a better query throughput which is suitable to handle large amount of data. We solve the limitation of Grafana that cannot perform custom query and visualize data from the custom query. We propose a solution to enhance the data analytic platform and improving the system extension functionality by develop a programme that sit between the data source (Elasticsearch) and the visualization tool Grafana. The new or advance analytics done by the data scientists can be added into the system through this program in the future easily.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Project Background

Internet of things analytic is an important application of data analysis and a procedures to explore a huge volume of raw data which collect and capture from those IoT sensor continuously. The cloud end of the IoT consist of three important segment, which include data visualization, storage and the analytic platform. All the raw data capture from the sensor are meaningless and valueless for everyone, it require some analysis and visualization tool to interpret in order to understand the information hiding in the data.

Data visualization is a term that describing the ability to help people understand and explain the large amount of complex data by putting it in a graph, charts or any visual context. (Pittenturf n.d.) Data visualization place an important role in data analysis as it make complex data more understandable and usable. People can understand the information form the data easier and comprehend the tendency by looking at the trend pattern from the graph. Visualize and interpret the complex data help business leader understand information and provide the ability easily drill drop into data identify their weakness in order to improve their business grow. Today’s data visualization has become standard for recent business intelligence to support better business decision making and get significant competitive advantage over their business competitor. (Rouse, 2017)

Data storage is describing recording data into a storage medium, ensuring access and update managed of data easily and effectively. IoT sensor device always have limited storage capability, time-base data capture from the IoT sensor device will send to the cloud however high volume of data that stored in the cloud will slow down the process of accessing the data. (Gerber, 2017) Time series databases is build and design specifically for time-base data storage, it has high availability, support concurrent read and write process and allow high transaction volume of time series
data, query performance can be improve by configure the index to optimize data access.

Analytic platform help to perform operation on data analytic, it is a solution design to meet the demand of users or businessman who have large data-drive companies. It provide detail analysis in contextual form from all the data stored though descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytic. Descriptive analytic to gain insight into the past where it allow us to observe what behaviours happened from the past and understand how it will affect the result and outcome in the future while the predictive analytic make use of some statistical model and various algorithm to identify the relationship among different data set to predict things might happen in future. From the predictive analytics, it provide companies with the actionable insights base on the estimated likelihood and probabilities of a future outcome.

Prescriptive Analytic will provide some recommendation, advice or some actions to guild the companies solve a problem, take benefit from the prediction. (Rijmenam, 2017)

1.2 Problem Statement and Motivation

Grafana is a free open-source, feature rich, analytic and monitoring software which run as a web application to compose dashboard and graph. Grafana is the one of the popular visualization and monitoring tools, it supports more than 30 open source and various type of data sources that store time series data. (Kili, 2018)

InfluxDB is one of the backend, an open source Time Series database that have high-availability to storage the time series data especially the data from IoT sensor and data to be analyze in real time. Elasticsearch is another backend of Grafana, an open source in Java-based and it is built on top of the Apache Lucene. Elasticsearch can search, store and retrieve index document files in various structure and format in real time. Grafana is a well recommended tool to visualize the data from the InfluxDB and Elasticsearch.

Grafana has a tight and close relationship with those database to perform some analysis, visualization and monitoring operation. However, every graph that visualize
from the Grafana are query to the database, every function are perform by the database and result sent back to the Grafana for visualize and display. This is one major drawback where the function available on the Grafana are highly depend and rely on the function provide from the database. (Yigal, 2018) Some users or organizations facing a problem where some visualization functions needed does not provide by Grafana.

- Grafana cannot perform customize query function
- Grafana cannot visualize certain customize function, because it unable to perform custom query function
- New applications or analysis function develop from those data scientists cannot plugin to the system directly to provide new functions.

The problem is important because some organization require to perform some custom function to gain certain insight and understand the information from the data to support and assist their business grow. Since Grafana cannot solve the custom query function and visualize the data, users may require some data scientists to develop application to conduct analysis and generate report for them. Those data scientists have to generate report again and again for user which is troublesome and not effective. This project would like to develop a program to enhance the existing analytic platform, increase the extension functionality of system and application develop by the data scientists and plugin to the existing system though the program. Custom query function problem able to resolve, data scientists don require to generate report again.
1.3 Objectives

The objective of this project is develop a program that seat at the middle between Grafana and data source to solve the problem and limitation of Grafana. An important function provide by the program is the ability to redirect the query request and further process the custom query by other programs or apps. The new function or apps able to plugin directly through this program and enable Grafana to visualize the custom query function and data. The program have more control on the query request send from one end to another end as all request have to go through the program first before reaching another end, so the program have the ability to modify the query or data before return the result.

The program also increase the compatibility of the system where the new applications created from those data scientists or other customized extension function able to plug into the system by connecting the application to the program. This function able to solve the problem and limitation of Grafana that cannot perform custom query function, because the query function from the Grafana no longer depend on and limited by the database anymore. The program will not break and affect the original function of Grafana and the database if the program perform nothing on the query, the process and query result will work fine as usual. Once the custom query function able to perform, Grafana able to visualize the data from the custom query function.

This project aim to make the IoT analytic platform easier to be use for everyone. The new application or any extension service created by data scientists can be add into the system easily, need not concern on the database and don require to generate the report repeatedly. While user can use the platform to visualize and analyse their data without any complex configuration and coding. This project will not focus on the scope about IoT data visualization, storage medium and analysis functions but focus on developing a framework to support and enhance the Grafana IoT data analytic platform by improving the system’s extension functionality.
1.4 Proposed Approach

This project going to deliver a program to improve the IoT analytic platform by modifying the current system instead of constructing a new IoT analytic system. The program increase the extension functionality of the system and able to cover and support various type of database. A program is to be created that sit between the data source and the Grafana. The new program or function that able to perform custom function can be plugin to the system through this program, the result will be send back to the Grafana for display.

During this stage, the program will be primarily built and designed for Elasticsearch. However, the program is expected to work well for other data source such as MySQL, InfluxDB and OpenTSDB, with minimal system configuration and modification. The framework provide the system a better analytic platform for user to use minimal configuration and coding, the framework also provide a platform for those data scientists to develop the new application or any advance analysis function into the system easily.
1.5 Impact, Significance and Contribution

A module or framework that able to increase the system’s extension functionality is an important keys in the data analytic, where the system able to accommodate other new apps or programs in future. The custom query function is a useful function for any society, business or organization, this module able solve their problem and support their business grow. User may not have knowledge and understand on how the procedure of analysis data work, coding behind the system and the complex configurations, with this project users still able use the system well to visualize their event data. On the other hand, the data scientists can focus on developing their advance analysis applications regardless of the databases use. Once their application plugin to the system though this module, users can perform various query, analysis and visualize different of data in the system independently. This framework make the whole system, Grafana analytic platform easier to be use for everyone. More custom function and advance analysis can be conduct though this platform in future.

From this module, others people or community can explore and enhance the system though different way. They can

- Provide more extension services to the system to conduct more advance or custom analytic.
- Provide system more access control, enhance the system in terms of security perspective.
- Enable system to perform accounting or reporting function
- Enable system to perform load balancing function, increase the performance of system
- Increase system availability and high fault tolerant, system become more robust.
1.6 Organization of the Report

This report consists of 6 chapters, in addition to the appendix and references. The first chapter emphasized and highlighted the description about this project, which include the project background, problem that intended to solve as stated in the problem statement and motivation, objective of this project, proposed approach, and the significant impact and contribution of this project. The second chapter shows the information about literature review and compare the existing solution with the proposed system in terms of the many perspective. Chapter 3 will shows the overview of the proposed system, user requirements of this project. Chapter 4 shows the description about the implementation of the system and the implementation issue. For chapter 5, the experimental result of this project shown and compare the existing solution with the proposed solution. Chapter 6 is the conclusion of this project, summarize of this project including the problem statement and motivation, the future work of this project are stated.
Chapter 2 Literature Review

In current practice, there are some solutions and approaches being used to perform the data analytic on the huge volume of time base data. Basically, those approaches can be category into two type of approaches which is cloud service approaches and on-premise approaches. For the cloud service approach, they are some companies are trying to place themselves as the leader in the Internet of Things revolution with their powerful system. Firstly, the most popular IoT analytic platforms available today will be Amazon Web services IoT platform. Amazon has a very large market share and dominating the consumer in cloud market. Moreover, Microsoft Azure, IBM are the famous company that provide good analytic services and platform in the market today.

Besides, some engine and tool are applied on some time series database to perform the IoT data analytic. The databases such as InfluxDB, Graphite and OpenTSDB are the popular time series database are design specifically to store and duel with the timely data, InfluxDB has win the 2018 DEVIES award from DeveloperWeek for the IoT data time series platform. (Herring, 2018) While the Graphite, Elasticsearch and OpenTSDB are also the top and popular database available today. Grafana and Kibana are the open source visualization and application monitoring tool, three of them are top and well recommended application tools to monitor the IoT time based data. (Acreman, 2016)

Based on the two different type of approach and candidates mentioned above, literature reviews will be done to investigate and identify their approach, strengths and weaknesses of their solution toward IoT data analytic. Compare each and every approach based on some feature and characteristics on their solution.
System Approach

2.1 Amazon (Amazon Kinesis and Amazon QuickSights)

The IoT analytic solution for Amazon involve Amazon Kinesis and Amazon QuickSights. Amazon Kinesis is a service that help to collect, analyze and process the event data to get the timely insight. Kinesis able to capture and store up to terabytes of event data in an hour from various source or event. Kinesis contain (KCL) Kinesis Client Library, users can build their Kinesis application, with the large volume time series data generate a real time dashboard, trigger an alerts once the anomalies detected. Amazon Kinesis allow users make a query to the streaming data using standard SQL to gain the timely insight that support business grow and respond to the customer needs. (Amazon Kinesis n.d.)

Amazon QuickSights is a cloud service that help to visualize the analyze data to get the business insight from the timely data and perform ad-hoc analysis. The graphical tools and rich dashboards provided by the Amazon QuickSights to support the users to build their data visualizations. The data can be pull from various sources including Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon Kinesis, Amazon Relational Database Service and others. (Amazon QuickSights, 2016) It have a good responsive query

Figure 2- 1 Amazon Kinesis and Amazon QuickSights Architecture. (Desai 2017)
performance which boosted by SPICE it stand for (Super-fast, Parallel, In-Memory Calculation Engine). Every month, each user have to pay 9 US Dollar for the standard edition of the Amazon QuickSights. (Heath, 2016).

**Strength(s) of Amazon Kinesis and Amazon QuickSights**

- Amazon Kinesis enable nearly real-time data processing with a very small latencies. It allow users to continuously interact and monitor the incoming data, analyse and provide the timely insight in seconds, not require analyse until all data being collected. It provide many built-in function to support the advance analysis and detection.

- Kinesis provide high reliability that synchronously duplicates users streaming data that flow into the system and preserves the event data 7 days to prevent data loss due the event or application failure or other machine fault. Amazon QuickSights also require users to pay only for the session they access, no additional charge for not active user or any upfront cost. (Amazon Kinesis n.d.)

- Support standard SQL and easy to use, Amazon Kinesis allow users to build the streaming application and make query using the standard SQL, need not users to learn any complex framework or new programming languages. (Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics n.d.)

- Kinesis is scalable as flow of input data change, it will scales and control the resource and users only require to pay for resources used, not require upfront cost.

- Amazon QuickSights easier to be use and support various data sources, data visualization easier for users to understand the information about the data and provide recommendation the suitable or appropriate type of visualization analysis base on the input data. The visualization able to share will others. Dashboard is snapshot of analysis that allow user to share the view to other users, other users able to edit and filter the dashboard too.
Drawbacks:

- Amazon Kinesis only allow timely data alive within twenty-four hour only, any data that are older will be delete automatically, users have to always ensure that the throughput produce the correct result within that time frame. If users need to work with the data over the twenty-four hour, user can send their data to DynamoDB to process the data. (Flynn, 2014)

- The limitation of the Amazon QuickSights where the table and query result that important into SPICE must be less than the space of SPICE and maximum up to 25GB. Filter maybe use to decrease the data size in order to retrieve data from a larger table. The query on a table maximum up to 1000 columns, while the column name must be lesser than 127 characters.

- Data must be in the format that supported, It support the decimal data type maximum up to four decimal places only, any value that more four decimal place will be truncated. Users have to always make sure that the data can be implicitly convert to the supported data type else QuickSights will tend to skip the rows that unable to convert. (Data Source Limits n.d.)
2.2 Microsoft Azure (Time Series Insights, TSI)

![Diagram of Azure IoT Hub and Time Series Insights](image)

Figure 2- 2 Propel your IoT platform to the cloud with Azure Time Series Insight.  
(Shankarnarayan 2018)

The solution for Microsoft Azure to analyze time series data in a fully cloud-based system and involve Azure services. TSI (Time Series Insights) help to analyze a huge volume of time based data in near real time and provide a high capacity of storage to store the data. TSI is a fully managed solution, analytics, visualization and storage service that help to manage IoT time based data in the cloud. It is hosted in the cloud and provide with many useful development tools to analyze the huge volume time based data so it need not require the upfront data preparation by the enterprise and prepare their own IT resources for development. TSI involve in stream processing and analytics nearly real time to explore and correlate various of data sources, companies able to predict future change by looking the information and trend from the previous data, forecasting result by comparing the new data with the previous historical data. TSI provide tools to visualize the trends and alerting services to detect the anomalies. (Azure Time Series Insights n.d.)
Strengths of Time Series Insight

- TSI have high scalability to store the time series data, it have a database design for time based data and support IoT at scale. It allow one million to hundred million of event or data flow in a day and provide full manage and service to the events.
- The view of the time series data streaming able to share to multiple site and locations. The Time Series Insight environment can be connected from different sources and different location to view the streaming data together simultaneously. (Azure Time Series Insights, 2018)
- The shared view provide users or business partners a good collaboration environment to solve their problem and a platform to share learning.
- TSI have high integration and compatibility, where the time series data that flow into the system can be come from various sources, any sensor or device that play a part in the IoT. REST query API provided by TSI enable user or companies to integrate the data analysed into their apps for other usage.
- Nearly real time data analysis, when the event data from the connected source flow into the system, data can be view though a explorer provide by the TSI and query the data within the TSI. During the real time analysis, alert will be trigger as the anomalies detected by the system.

Drawbacks

- Although TSI have two available tiers S1 and S2 which allow users to push data into the system but there is a limit on it. TSI allow users to push one millions of event data into S1 per Ingress Unit in a day, while S2 allow 10 millions of data flow in. If user a not aware on it, only the first millions of data are available in the system. User are require to Ingress Units otherwise user have to push data into system few day advance to prevent the issue.
- The throughput of system affect by each event size, the size of the event specify in the TSI also become a problem for user. The first tier S1 allow one millions of event push in to the system but each event size will be calculated in 1KB, which mean that if an event push into the system that have 1.1KB will be calculated as 2 events and reduce the throughput. (Vunvulea, 2017).
2.3 IBM (Watson)

IBM Watson IoT is a powerful cloud hosted service, it help to determine the relationships and investigate the correlations among different data set. It enable user to interact with the data and provide the predictive analytics automatically, enable user to spot the tread of data and gaining an insight of data in dashboard. (Get business insight in minute n.d.). To gain a more complete insight of the business, Watson Analytic will compare the result from the analysis with other data sources. Watson IoT platform contain Watson APIs, resource from rich developers to assist enterprise gain IoT insight. Watson IoT manage the unstructured IoT data by identify, combined and transform the data source into a well define asset-based structure, the result will then be presented though a better visualization. (IBM Watson Analytic for Social Media n.d.). Watson allow real-time analytic of the raw data and applying the dashboards to get graphical representation of the data set, user able to get a quick understanding and overview of the information hidden in the data. Watson IoT help companies to govern their security and control the risk to maintain the IoT ecosystem, though anomaly detection or data validation from the analysis.

Figure 2-3 IBM IoT overview. (Pistilli 2016)
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**Strengths of IBM Watson**

- Ability and the strength to process the unstructured IoT data. Unstructured data can that collected from the user or companies can simply upload into the cloud, the hidden information and trend of data will be detected automatically by their solution on the cloud, suggest with various extra analysis.

- Strong cognition where user able to gain insight and understand the hidden information from different data source, e.g. data from video, image or even unstructured textual data.

- Secure and maintain IoT ecosystem, help to control and manage risk using dashboards to detect anomaly and alert to monitor various connections. (Watson IoT Platform n.d.)

- Link data from different source into the decision platform to provide business support and assist business grow.

**Drawbacks**

- If user need to get all the useful feature and more storage and data source, user require to pay 30 US dollar every month. (IBM Watson Analytic n.d.). IBM Watson require a very high switching cost, and it target toward those larger company or organization that able to afford Watson.

- Maintenance also a problem of Watson and it need users to spend more hours and period to integrate Watson and their services into the user’s company.

- IBM Watson require users to put more effort, spend much more time to learn their system, its feature and function in order to use it in its full potential.

- Data flow into the system does not process directly, it require to identify, combine and transform the structure again first before process the data analysis. (IBM Watson n.d.).
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Engines / Tools On-premise Approach

2.4 InfluxDB

InfluxDB is an open-source application that written in Go programming language, it is a high performance time series database that used mainly to store the huge number of time based data, log data and data that collected from the IoT sensor. Influx also concern on the query result on the dataset, InfluxDB has provide a time series platform that design to manage events data and metrics in real time. It is a database that store platform in InfluxData and as TICK stack, which represent for Telegraf, InfluxDB, Chronograf and Kapacitor. (Aasen, 2017). It provide a SQL like query language known as InfluxQL, easier for those SQL users to use InfluxDB because those known syntax or syntax that people frequently used able to run in InfluxDB to collect data.

2.5 Graphite

Graphite is an open-source and real-time monitoring time series metrics platform that written in python programming language. The built-in web interfaces are supported by Graphite enable user to browse their timely data metrics. It similar to the database but does not collect any metrics by itself and it relies on the Carbon as a collector to collect the metrics. When the metrics received by the Graphite, transform, combine and query of metrics can be done in real time. Graphite consist of three parts, which is Carbon act as a collector and listen for the timely data, a database known as Whisper and a web app then help to provide graphics upon request. (Taylor, 2017)

2.6 OpenTSDB

OpenTSDB is a scalable time series database written in Java programming language, where it able to store a huge volume of time series data well, it is built on top of HBase and Hadoop. OpenTSDB can be used as a tool to monitor various system, it support and enhance the process of storing and analyzing the raw data that captured from the IoT sensor or other sources. Timely data that flow into the database will be optimize by the combine the data with similar time series to reduce the storage space needed. It allow users to interact with the OpenTSDB by running more time
series database, allow users to interact with time series database though HTTP API. (OpenTSDB n.d.)

### 2.7 Elasticsearch

Elasticsearch is a highly scalable search engine. It allow users to store, search and retrieve a huge volume of data in nearly real time. It is free and allow users run Elasticsearch on premise. It is useful when it working the big data because it allow users to querying in a very high speed, it can run hundreds of server with petabytes of data. Elasticsearch is highly tolerance to failure and very flexible on the data type used. (Melo, 2018) Elasticsearch is one of the NoSQL distributed and document-oriented database, it provide a lot of API for uses to store, search and manage documents in various structure. It store data in the JSON document format and provide an index to the document data. (Makadia, 2017)

### 2.8 Grafana

Grafana is an open source software that have feature rich dashboard use to display various metrics on the web browser. It became one of the popular visualization tool to monitor large amount of event data. Grafana is nice because it is easy to set up, maintain, easier to be use and display metrics in a good style. It support Graphite, InfluxDB, OpenTSDB, more than 30 open source and type of data source. (Kili, 2018).

### 2.9 Kibana

Kibana is an open-source visualization platform and an exploration tool for time series data analytic and Elasticsearch. It is popular with its search engine and the analytics, users able to view and interact with the data that stored in the Elasticsearch. Kibana help users to understand the large volume of data though visualize data in various charts, graph or table. It allow users to create and share the dashboards the display the Elasticsearch in real time. (Kibana n.d.)
2.10 Limitation and weakness of the cloud service method

Base on approaches from Amazon, IBM and Microsoft Azure, the IoT analytic solution are perform under their system and services provided on the cloud. However they have some common characteristic and problems.

- Their approaches and method are enterprise and not an open source platform. Their system will evolve slower as compare to the open source platform, the system’s solution are transparent any may come with unforeseen limitations.
- Lack of flexibility in term of the security authentication method and the data storage. Users cannot choose or change the authentication method or any security function to protect and secure their event data as they only allow to use the security system provided. Users only allow to use the database or data store that is supported by the system to store their event data.
- The whole system is huge and too complex, it take time and effort to learn all the function in order to use the system in full potential. High complexity of system difficult to perform any custom function.
- Users have to subscribe the services provided in order to get the support from their system on cloud which is troublesome and require user to pay on demand.
- The IoT analytics are perform and done on their private cloud only, user cannot analyse the IoT data on premise and perform the custom function, less control over the event data.

As a result, although the cloud service approaches and the cloud service method have their own strengths in analyzing the IoT data, however they are having the same limitation that cannot perform and handle the custom query function well and it is not suitable to be the IoT analytic platform used to solve the custom query function.
### 2.11 Comparison between Graphite, InfluxDB, OpenTSDB and Elasticsearch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Graphite</th>
<th>InfluxDB</th>
<th>OpenTSDB</th>
<th>Elasticsearch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Source or enterprise</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predefined data types</td>
<td>Numeric data</td>
<td>Strings and numeric data</td>
<td>Strings and numeric data</td>
<td>Core, Complex(JSON), Geo and Specialized (IPv4), data type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support of SQL</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>InfluxQL, SQL-like query language</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Elasticsearch SQL, SQL-like query language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access method and API</td>
<td>HTTP API and sockets</td>
<td>HTTP API and JSON</td>
<td>HTTP API and Telnet API</td>
<td>HTTP API and JSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method storing different data on different nodes</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Though sharding</td>
<td>Sharding base on HBase</td>
<td>Though node Data path sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control on users account</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Though simple right management</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Though Role-based Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported programming language</td>
<td>(Node.js) in JavaScript, Python</td>
<td>Go, Java, R, Haskell, Ruby, JavaScript, PHP, Python, (Node.js) in JavaScript, and others</td>
<td>Go Java R Python Ruby Erlang</td>
<td>Java, Python, Ruby, JavaScript, Apache Groovy, C# and others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1 Comparison between Graphite, InfluxDB, OpenTSDB and Elasticsearch
From the comparison above, we can see that InfluxDB and Elasticsearch are much stronger from the rest of the database because they able to provide SQL-like environment easier for SQL users to use the tool, provide simple access control on user accounts and supported the most languages. The write performance of InfluxDB is 9 time faster than OpenTSDB and Elasticsearch. However, Elasticsearch having a better query throughput as compare to the InfluxDB. (Churilo, 2018) We can say that
both InfluxDB and Elasticsearch are the strong and powerful database as both of them have their own merits.

2.12 Comparison between Grafana and Kibana

- **Dashboards Editing and Visualizations**
  
  Grafana and Kibana provide many useful feature and enhance visualization capability.
  
  - Both Grafana and Kibana are versatile, they able to filter the data in real time. They support various visualization though graph, table and metric and allow user to do editing on the dashboard. Grafana has a greater and wider option than Kibana in dashboard customization, easier for user to use and make change.

- **Setup, installation and configuration**
  
  Both Kibana and Grafana able to support and install in various platform include Mac, Linux, Window and others.
  
  - Grafana – Easier to be handle because it can be configured by using the ini.file
  
  - Kibana – More difficult to handle as it using its syntax-sensitive YAML configuration file.

- **Data source support**

  - Grafana – Work well with different data source including Graphite, Elasticsearch, InfluxDB and others additional source and plugin.
  
  - Kibana – Only work well with the Elasticsearch, not suitable to support other data type and sources.

- **Querying**

  - Grafana – Query Editor is query language use by Grafana, it is compatible for different data source and different syntax will be us according to the type of data source.
  
  - Kibana – Lucene is a query language use by Kibana, it is not intuitive and involve certain learning curve. (Yigal, 2018)
Both Kibana and Grafana are useful visualization and monitoring tools but there are use to handle different type of data type or user case. Kibana is more suitable use in analyze the log data, while InfluxDB and Elasticsearch able to work well with Grafana to perform the metrics analysis. Kibana and Grafana also having a common limitation, they cannot perform and handle the custom query function and visualize the data. Grafana have more plugins available today to provide more feature to the editing dashboard and enhance the analytic system.

In this project, Elasticsearch will be selected as the data sources for Grafana to visualize and monitoring the custom function, because this analytic platform can be done on-premises, cost effectively, more flexible in terms of data sources use and security authentication. The limitation and problem of Grafana can be resolve by develop a program that seat between the Grafana and data source, the program redirect the query request and further process by other applications or programs, result return again to Grafana for display. The program to be develop in this project will improve the extension functionality of the analytic platform.
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This chapter is description the overview of the system,

3.1 Use case design

![Use case design diagram]

Figure 3- 1 Use case design of Grafana Data Analytic System

The use case diagram above showing how external user interact with the system. User can view the displayed output in the Grafana, enter the request parameter, refresh the dashboard for Grafana to refresh each and every panel. Data scientist can add extension service or advance analysis function into the Grafana analytic platform.
### 3.2 Use Case Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case ID</th>
<th>UC001</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use case</td>
<td>Refresh the dashboard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aims</td>
<td>To allow system to generate a new output on the dashboard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>User</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>User create a dashboard in the Grafana User Interface, set the panel title of the dashboard in the view mode.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precondition</td>
<td>User must enter the correct HTTP request path and correct request parameter, in order to generate the result on the dashboard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Main Flow   | 1 User create a dashboard from the Grafana user interface  
2 User must change the panel title of the dashboard into the edit mode  
3 User must enter the correct HTTP request path  
4 User must set the correct request parameters  
5 User click on the refresh dashboard button  
6 The system will generate a new output and display on the dashboard again |         |     |
| Alternative Flow | 5.1 System display error message |         |     |
| Author      | Gan Kian Yong |         |     |

Table 3-1 Refresh the dashboard use case description
### Use Case ID UC002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use case</th>
<th>Enter the request parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aims</td>
<td>Allow users to enter and use different kind of parameter to generate various output.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>User change the panel title of the dashboard into the edit mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precondition</td>
<td>User have created a dashboard panel from the Grafana User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Flow 1</td>
<td>User create the dashboard from the Grafana User interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 User must change the panel title of the dashboard into edit mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 User allow to set and enter the parameters via the JavaScript column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Flow</td>
<td>3.1 System display error message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Author
Gan Kian Yong

**Table 3-2** Enter request parameter use case description
### Table 3-3 Set HTTP request path use case description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case ID</th>
<th>UC003</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use case</td>
<td>Set the HTTP request path.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aims</td>
<td>To allow user enter the HTTP request path.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>User</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>User change the dashboard panel title into the edit mode.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precondition</td>
<td>User have created a dashboard panel from the Grafana User Interface</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Main Flow   | 1. User create the dashboard from the Grafana User interface  
2. User must change the panel title of the dashboard into edit mode  
3. User can enter and set the HTTP request path into the column |         |     |
<p>| Alternative Flow | 3.1 System display error message |         |     |
| Author      | Gan Kian Yong |         |     |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case ID</th>
<th>UC004</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use case</td>
<td>View the displayed output</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aims</td>
<td>To allow users understanding the information hide in the data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>User</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>User create a dashboard in the Grafana User Interface, set the panel title of the dashboard in the view mode.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precondition</td>
<td>User must enter the correct HTTP request path and correct request parameter, in order to generate the result on the dashboard.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Main Flow  | 1 User create a dashboard from the Grafana user interface  
|            | 2 User must change the panel title of the dashboard into the edit mode  
|            | 3 User must enter the correct HTTP request path  
|            | 4 User must set the correct request parameters  
|            | 5 User click on the refresh dashboard button  
|            | 6 The system will generate a new output and display on the dashboard again  
|            | 7 User change the dashboard into the view mode |
| Alternative Flow | 5.1 System display error message |
| Author     | Gan Kian Yong |

Table 3-4 View the display output use case description
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case ID</th>
<th>UC005</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>1.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use case</td>
<td>Add extension service into system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aims</td>
<td>To allow data scientist add more application to enhance the data analytic platform.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>Data Scientist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>Open and access to the pythonFile folder.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precondition</td>
<td>Data Scientist must add their application and files into the correct path</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Main Flow   | 1 Data Scientist must access to the HTTP request path  
2 Data Scientist open the pythonFile folder  
3 Data Scientist add their extension service file into the folder |
| Alternative Flow | |
| Author      | Gan Kian Yong |

Table 3-5 add extension service to system use case description
3.3 Activity Diagram

Grafana Analytic Module

Figure 3-2 Activity Diagram Grafana analytic module
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3.4 Sequence Diagram

Figure 3-3 Sequence Diagram of Grafana Analytic Module

3.5 Communication Diagram

Figure 3-4 Communication diagram of Grafana analytic module
3.6 Timeline

Gantt Chart

Figure 3.5 Gantt Chart of FYP1 and FYP2 Gantt
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4.1 Methodologies

Rapid Application Development, prototyping development is chosen as the development methodology for this project and emphasis on rapid creation of prototyping development, shorten the product delivery time. (Ghahrai, 2017).

![Figure 4-1 A prototyping-based methodology](Intro System Analysis and Design n.d.)

The analysis, design and implementation stage will be go through repeatedly to improve the prototype until the system prototype fulfil all the necessary function. Three prototype will be develop throughout the project. The first prototype able to get the HTTP request from the Grafana, analyse the string query append on the request. Execute the suitable python file to make a query and the data frame from the data source. The next prototype able to send or redirect the data frame which query from the data source to another program to conduct analysis. The result will send back to Grafana for display the final output. The third prototype further improve the analytic platform in other kind of advance analysis. The output of the analysis can be a string or an image, make the analytic platform stronger, the output of the analysis not limited to the number or string only.
4.2 Tools to use

- Development Tools

  - Linux Ubuntu - An open source operating system to construct and develop the proposed system.
  - Visual Paradigm - a software that used to construct and draw the UML diagrams to model the system and their flows.

- Visualization tools

  - Grafana plugin (AJAX) – a plugin that use to generate and send the HTTP request to data source or a server, display the result on the editable dashboard.

- Data source

  - Elasticsearch - A database that build on top of Apache Lucene. It can search, search and store index document files in various structure in real time, act as another data source for Grafana

- Python Libraries

  - Pandasticsearch – provide API connect to Elasticsearch server, and query to get the dataframe.
  - Influxdb – provide API connect to the InfluxDB server and query to get dataframe from the database.

- Remote computing tools

  - MobaXterm – a software application that help to handle the remote computing job in a simple fashion and manner. It allow user use SSH to connect to the remote server.
4.3 Processing data for visualization

Grafana allow users to create different kind of panel from various data source, a powerful analytic platform to allow user to visualize and monitor the data.

![Different panels available on the Grafana](image1)

![Available option for each panel](image2)

![Panel in the edit mode](image3)

From the figure above, “toggle edit Mode” selected, to view and make change on the query request. Make change on the primitive query request to redirect the request to conduct advance analysis on premise. A module DataPlumbersTee.jar will be executed to redirect the query from Grafana.
Append the file name of the data source and the name of the advance analysis in front of the query request in order to perform advance analysis or custom query function.

```python
def process_incomingQuery(self, incoming_query):
    query_list = incoming_query.strip().replace('=', '').split(';')  # only first query request
    query_list = query_list[0].split('
')

    analysis = query_list[0]
    fromTime = 1
    toTime = 1

    if (list_size==10):
        fromTime = query_list[0][1:2]  # remove last two character "xx ms"
        toTime = datetime.datetime.now().strftime('%s') + '000'
    else:
        fromTime = query_list[0][1:2]  # remove last two character "xx ms"
        toTime = query_list[0][1:2]  # remove last two character "xx ms"

    if (timeUnit=='d'):#days
        fromTime = (toTime - datetime.timedelta(days=number)).strftime('%s') + '000'
    elif (timeUnit=='h'):#hours
        fromTime = (toTime - datetime.timedelta(seconds=number*3600)).strftime('%s') + '000'
    elif (timeUnit=='m'):#minutes
        fromTime = (toTime - datetime.timedelta(seconds=number*60)).strftime('%s') + '000'
    else:
        fromTime = (toTime - datetime.timedelta()).strftime('%s') + '000'  # convert all to UnixTime str first

    return analysis, int(fromTime), int(toTime)
```

Code Segment 4-1 process the incoming query request

This segment of code process the incoming query request, split the query request into segments, based on the number of segment to determine the times and indentified the analysis file require to be executed.

```python
def getData(self, analysis, startTime, stopTime):
    sys.path.insert(0, '/var/www/html/pythonFile/advanceQuery/')
    f = __import__(analysis)  # import the analysis.py file

    dataHeader, dataList = f.function(int(startTime), int(stopTime))
    return dataHeader, dataList
```

Code Segment 4-2 get data from the analysis function
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After the program identified the times and the analysis file require to execute. Another function get_data was invoke to query data from the data source and perform the necessary analysis. The output of the analysis function will be return and store into two list structure.

```python
def display_multidataframe_to_grafana(self, title, out_dataframe, row_column = 0, table = None):
    json_statement_array = []
    for rc in range(0, row_column):
        json_values_list = []
        for time, dataCol in out_dataframe.iterrows():
            json_value_point = []
            json_value_point.append(pd.Timestamp(time, tz = 'Asia/Kuala_Lumpur').value)
            json_value_point.append(dataCol['rc+1'])
            json_values_list.append(json_value_point)
        json_columns_array = []
        json_columns_array.append("time")
        json_series = {}
        json_series["name"] = "Advance"
        json_series["columns"] = ["time", title[rc]] # col for 1 data
        json_series["values"] = json_values_list
        json_series_array = []
        json_series_array.append(json_series)
        json_statement = {}
        json_statement["series"] = json_series_array
        json_statement["statement_id"] = rc
        json_statement_array.append(json_statement)
    json_result = {}
    json_result["results"] = json_statement_array
    print (json.dumps(json_result).replace('""', '').replace('NaN', 'null'))
```

Code Segment 4-3 show the dataframe to the Grafana

When the result was return from the analysis function, the output data that store in the list will be convert into the dataframe format. The function display_multiframe_to_grafana will be invoke, the dataframe will be arrange accordingly and convert into the well formated JSON format and display to Grafana

```
{"results": [{{"series": [{"values": [[1522771290000, 0.6569257304534081], [1522857600000, 0.6569257304534081]], [1522944000000, 0.6569257304534081], [1523030400000, 0.6569257304534081], [1523116800000, 0.6569257304534081], [1523203200000, 0.6569257304534081], [1523289600000, 0.6569257304534081], [1523376000000, 0.6569257304534081]], "time": "Time"}]}, null}]
```

Figure 4-6 show the data display to Grafana in the JSON Format.
Figure 4- 7 Data visualization on the panel from the JSON string

Grafana display the graph based on the given JSON string, grafana allow user to refresh the panel to generate the new output again.

4.4 Visualize data from advance query function

AJAX is one of the plugin available for Grafana, this panel able to send a HTTP request to the server and render an image on the panel. This panel extend the functionality of this analytic platform, the output of the analysis are not limited to the number and string only, it can show a diagram, figure or an image.

Figure 4- 8 AJAX panel on grafana

AJAX panel is a useful plugin for Grafana, we make use of this plugin to render image, figure or diagram on the panel to display the output of the advance analysis function.
Figure 4-9 show the environment in the edit mode of the AJAX panel.

This panel allows users to send a HTTP request directly to the URL and add parameters to the HTTP request via Javascript.

```
from: ctrl.range.from.format('x'), // x is unix ms timestamp
to: ctrl.range.to.format('x'),
height: ctrl.height,
now: Date.now(),
interval: ctrl.template('$interval'),
sample: 'Not escaped: $interval',
since: ctrl.lastRequestTime,

database: 'esExabyte', // es_exa, esExabyte
ip: '192.168.0.201',
port: '9206',
index: 'exa',
analysis: 'compareAverageMRR', // monthlyRevenue
```

Figure 4-10 HTTP request sent from Grafana (AJAX)

Figure 4-9 show the HTTP request send from the Grafana to the GAM php script in the server, and all the parameters append in the request. The parameters are abstract from this HTTP request, used as the argument to conduct other analysis functions.
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Code Segment 4- 4 store the parameters from the HTTP request

The code segment x above show the section of code in the GAM.php script, it used to store each and every important parameter that append in the HTTP request.

Code Segment 4- 5 Determine the analysis file require to be execute and display the images

The section of code above append a “.py “ string to the database parameter and store into a new variable, it used for program to execute the python file later. The php script loop and execute correspond python file, and pass the necessary augments to the python file. The python file (database_handler) will execute the python analysis function and return the output again to this php script. All the python analysis function make use of the BCS (Hons) Computer Science
elastic search library to query the data from data source and matplotlib library used to further process the data to generate the result. The python file return the output (image file name) as a string, the php script verify the content of the string, display the image if the returned string contain the “.png” file extension.

Figure 4-11 result of the AJAX panel

Figure above show the result using the AJAX panel, the image generated from the python analysis files and render on the panel in a short period.

Figure 4-12 different panels display on the Grafana

Figure above showing that the functionality of the analytic platform have been improved, Grafana able to monitor and visualize various kind of data, conduct and perform different kind of advance analysis function.
4.5 Implementation issue and Challenge

- Difficulty in design the program query to dataframe from different data source

User may not understand how the query work behind the program and don have any knowledge about the query syntax, the program to be develop must able to generate different query syntax for different data source because different database using different query statement. Design a program and function to handle different kind of query to various database is challenge. Research and review the format of query on different database, find the pattern and format will be easier to construct the design.

- The return type of the analysis file can be vary

As the extension functionality of the analytic platform improve, the data go though more advance analysis. Some analysis like calculating the standard deviation of the data will return a value a output can be display easily in Grafana. However, some other analysis like linear classification, the output is not just a single value only and difficult to display and visualize in Grafana. The problem can be resolve by verifying the output string, if the output string contain any extension it mean that a file have been return, otherwise the output will be a string contain the messages.

- Difficulty in generate and write query statement due to the database store document or data in a complex structure.

Elasticsearch store and support various data type in the database including Core data type, Complex (JSON) data type, Geo data type and Specialized (IPv4) data type. Elasticsearch also able to data and document in a nested and complex structure. It is challenging when constructing the query statement to get the data frame from Elasticsearch.

Review more document and data that store in the Elasticsearch database, try to understand the structure and pattern that store will be easier to design the query.
Chapter 5 Experimental Result

The subsequent experiments are carried out on the server and the Google Chrome is used as the browser to access Grafana.

5.1 Analysis Function and data source support by Grafana

In this experiment, we compare the analysis function of our propose Grafana architecture against the primitive Grafana. For a fair comparison, we using the same kind of data source as the input.

![Data Sources / New](image)

Figure 5-1 Data sources supported by primitive Grafana analytic platform

From the figure above, the drop down list show the 12 data sources support by the primitive Grafana analytic platform. This figure indicate that the panel created in the dashboard can only query data from these data sources.
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Figure 5-2 Analysis function available in the panel from primitive Grafana analytic platform

The figure above shows that the function available in the panel, all the function provided in the primitive Grafana analytic platform are the basic analysis function, e.g. sum, mode, mean, median etc. However, the function available are not enough to conduct those advance analysis and to handle those custom query.

Figure 5-3 Query used in the improved Grafana analytic platform

Based on the figure above, the primitive query have been modified and 2 new parameter have been added in front of the query. The first parameter will be the name of python files that query data from different data source. The second parameter will be the name of the analysis file to be executed. The improved Grafana analytic platform are more flexible, it can query data more than 12 data sources and conduct more analysis function.
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Figure 5-4 The name of different data source to handle the query request

Figure 5-5 The name of the analysis file in the server

Based on the figures above, the primitive Grafana analytic platform able to perform the limited number basic and simple function only. However, the new module developed, improve the Grafana analytic platform and it able to support Grafana to query data from more data sources. In addition, Grafana able to perform more kind of custom query function or advance analysis.
5.2 Visualization function of Grafana

In this experiment, we compare the visualization function available in the primitive Grafana analytic platform against the improved Grafana analytic platform.

Figure 5- 6 different kind of panels in the dashboard

Figure above showing the panels created from the primitive Grafana analytic platform. The primitive Grafana analytic platform only able to visualize data on few type of panel. It can represent the data in graph, table, singlestat, heatmap and text form. However, the primitive Grafana analytic platform unable to visualize data in the form of histogram, pie chart, bar chart etc, this is because every graph of visual that show on the panel are query to the data source, result generate by the data source and returned again to Grafana for display only so its function are limited by the data source.

Figure 5- 7 Bar chart in the improved Grafana analytic platform
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From the figure 5- 6, figure 5- 7 and figure 5- 8 above showing that the improved Grafana analytic platform has the ability to visualize more kind of data. The new module developed enhance the Grafana analytic platform, enable Grafana to conduct various kind of custom function and analysis. The analysis function no longer limited by the data source, if the advance query function able to conduct and perform using python script then its result able to display on the Grafana too.

5.3 Extensibility of Grafana

This experiment, we compare the extensibility of both Grafana analytic platform in terms of the compatibility of the new features, functions added to the system.
Figure 5 -10 advance analysis function for the improved Grafana analytic platform

The comparison between primitive and improve Grafana analytic platform is clearly show that the function available in the primitive Grafana analytic platform is limited and difficult to add new function into the system to conduct the analysis. However, the improved Grafana analytic platform has the ability to perform more advance analysis function. Once the advance analysis function developed from the data scientist and add into the server, user can alway use it on the Grafana without any complex configuration.

Based on the experiments above, we can conclude that the three main objective have been achieve. The proposed solution improve the Grafana analytic platform in terms of functionality and the extensibility of the system. Grafana can perform custom query function and advance analysis, visualize the custom function on the dashboard. The extension services or function can be added easily to the Grafana without any complex configuration.
Chapter 6 Conclusion

IoT analytic platform is important for every individuals, because it allow individual to gain more insights, understanding informations hide in the data. In current practise, implementing a IoT solution can be very expensive for in terms of price, complex and take longer time and effort to learn. They are many users facing the problem that the analytic platform cannot solve their custom query function. Therefore the concern of this project is to solve the problems in a way that cost-effective, high flexibility, less complexity and able to use easily for everyone.

Grafana is a well recommended open source and free software tools for monitoring and visualization the user data, it provide a lot of feature and dashboard editing function. However, it has some limitation on handling the custom query and conduct those advance analysis. In an effort to solve the problam and limitation of Grafana, a program that seat at the middle between Grafana and data sources created to support Grafana handle the custom query function. The program have the ability to redirect the custom query function, the custom query problem solve by other applications or programs and return the result back to Grafana for display. The objectives of this project have been achieve where user able to perform the custom query function, visualize the analysis reuslt on the dashboard in Grafana. This project make the Grafana analytic platform independently from the data source, because its functions and features no longer limited by the data source.

Besides, this project improve the extension functionality of the system, because the new analysis function or programs created from the data scientist can be added in to the system though the program. Grafana can visualize and conduct various advance analysis though the program. This project also create a very useful platform for every users, the Grafana analytic module can support user and help them to query data from various database and they are not require to learn and write complex query statement or make any complex configuration.

In future, Grafana analytic platform can support various data sources and visualize different kind of data from advance analysis. Other community, can improve the system by providing more extension services into the system further improve the functionality of the analytic platform, providing access control function to ehance the
Chapter 6 Conclusion

system in term of security perspective, provide the load balancing function to the Grafana, share the workload to prevent the query request overwhelm the server and ensure the system always have the good performance, make system fault tolerance and high availability.
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**Appendix A Poster**

**A Data Analytic Module to Extend Grafana Functionality**

**Introduction**
- In this data driven era, they is a need for versatile platform to visualize and analyze the event data.
- Grafana is a free open source, visualization and monitoring tool. Grafana is a well recommended data analytic platform because it is feature rich and various data source.

**Problem Statement / Motivation**
- Grafana unable to handle and perform custom query function as its function depend on data source
- Grafana cannot visualize the data because perform custom function
- New extension service or application created cannot plugin into the system and use directly.

**Proposed System**
- Develop a program seat the middle between the Grafana and data source to redirect the custom query and process by other service and solve the custom query function.
- Grafana able to visualize custom function data as Grafana can function independently from data source.
- Extend Grafana Functionality, new extension services or applications can plugin to the system though this module.

**Conclusion**
- IoT analytic platform is important for every individual to gain insight from the data.
- From this project, Grafana able to solve data analytic solution in a very low-cost, high flexibility and less complexity
- Support various kind of data source, work independently from the data source

---
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Project Background

Internet of things analytics is an important application of data analysis and it procedures to explore a huge volume of raw data which collect and capture from the IoT sensor continuously. The cloud end of the IoT consist of three important segment, which include data visualization, storage and the analytic platform. As the raw data capture from the sensor are meaningless and valueless for everyone, it require some analysis and visualization tool to interpret in order to understand the information hiding in the data.

Data visualization is a term that describing the ability to help people understand and explain the large amount of complex data by putting it in a graph, chart, or any visual context. (Pfitzner n.d.) Data visualization plays an important role in data analysis as it make complex data more understandable and usable. People can understand the information form the data easier and comprehend the tendency by looking at the trend pattern from the graph. Visualize and interpret the complex data help business leader understand information and provide the ability easily drill down into data identify their weakness in order to improve their business grow. Today’s data visualization has become standard for recent business intelligence to support better business decision making and gain significant competitive advantage over their business competitor. (Ruestra, 2017) Data storage is describing recording data into a storage medium, ensuring access and update managed of data easily and effectively. IoT sensor device always have limited storage capability, time-base data capture from the IoT sensor device will send to the cloud forever high-volume of data that stored in the cloud will slow down the process of accessing the data. (Gerber, 2017) Time series database is build and design specifically for time-base data storage, it has high availability, support concurrent read and write process and allow very high transaction volume of time series data, query performance can be improve by configuring the index to optimize data access. Analytic platform help to perform operation on data analytic, it is a solution design to meet the demand of users or businessman who have large data drive companies. It provide detail analysis in contextually form from all the data store through descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytic. Descriptive analytic to gain insight into the past where it allow us to observe what behaviours happened from the past and understand how it will affect the result and outcome in the future while the predictive analytic make use of some statistical model and various algorithm to identify the relationship among different data set to extract hidden variable hidden in future, from the multifaceted analytic, it within consistent with the thoughtful scientific basis on...
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